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Introduction 

 The use of organization and planning according to Jacob Kounin, the first researcher of 

classroom management, are what is needed for good classroom management.1 I also believe that 

healthy relationships with the students are needed for good classroom management. Classroom 

procedures are what let students know how they may do something in your classroom. My 

classroom management philosophy is to use organization, planning, and procedures to create a 

safe and effective learning environment for all students. I also want to create responsibility 

within them. I will also use love and logic to start the development of relationships of respect 

with my students in the first five days.2 

Day One 

On the first day of class, I will be standing at the doorway greeting my students as they 

walk in.3 I will also be directing them to grab a bell ringer form from the desk alongside the 

wall.4 The bell ringer would be a simple question of what their favorite period or time in history 

is and why. An agenda will be on the board so that the students will know what the day will 

consist of and the objective for the day.5 Once the bell has rung, I will start by introducing 

myself with a short presentation. Next is the teaching, rehearsing, and reinforcing of procedures. 

The first day of class is important because it is the day that will establish what is 

acceptable in your room, what is not acceptable, and what is expected of the students at any 

given time while they are in your classroom. This is the day that I will walk through the three 

                                                           
     1 Harry K. Wong and Rosemary T. Wong, The Classroom Management Book, (Canada: Harry K. Wong 

Publications, Inc., 2014), 5. 
     2 Jim Fay and David Funk, Teaching with Love and Logic: Taking Control of the Classroom, (Golden: Love and 

Logic Press, Inc, 1995), 7. 

     3 Wong, Classroom Management, 56. 

     4 Picture of Seating Chart 

     5 Wong, Classroom Management, 20. 
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most important procedures with my students: how to enter the classroom, quieting the class, and 

the dismissing of class.6. I will have procedures for how to enter the room, how I will quiet them, 

and dismissing the class. I will have them physically practice coming into the classroom quietly 

and sitting down quietly. I will also show them and use a bugle horn so that they will know what 

it sounds like when I use it to quiet them down. I will also walk through the rules, or guidelines 

as I will call them. The guidelines will be similar to the ones that Dr. Robert J. Marzano, a 

researcher of classroom management, has in his book A Handbook for Classroom Management 

that Works.7 Before I teach them the procedure for dismissing the class, I will give each of my 

students a letter for their parents that will detail about my website.8 The website is so that parents 

may know what the class is doing and can talk about what their children are learning in class. I 

will also teach my students the procedure for class dismissal.9 This will last until the end of class. 

Day Two 

 On day two, it will be similar in that I will be at the door greeting students as they come 

in and I will have a bell ringer as well as an agenda on the board. The bell ringer that will be on 

the board will ask them how to be dismissed from class. At the beginning of class, I will go over 

the procedures that I taught them yesterday and I will go over new procedures. New procedures 

will include what to do when tardy or absent, leaving seats, getting materials from your locker, 

getting help, when work is complete, and what to do in case of an emergency- i.e. when there is a 

lockdown, fire drill, etc.10  

                                                           
     6 ibid., 284. 
     7 Dr. Robert J. Marzano and Barbra B. Gaddy, A Handbook for Classroom Management that Works, (United 

States: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005), 12. 
     8 Image of Letter to Parents 

     9 Image of dismissal procedure 

     10 Wong, Classroom Management, 284.  
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I will have a desk or table against a wall that will have a homework turn-in basket and a 

metal box with folders that have past assignments for those that were absent.11 I will walk the 

students through how to turn in homework when they have completed it and even if they have 

not fully completed, because some points are better than none.  

I will also have a sheet for those that are tardy will have to sign and a basket for notes 

from home and absence excuse forms that the students bring.12 This is to help keep my desk 

clean and organized. Having a clean desk eliminates the ability for students to say that I lost their 

homework due to a messy desk.  

For work that is late, I will use little pink slips that Chelonnda Seroyer used; they will 

have the students detail what the assignment was that they did not turn-in on time and why it is 

late.13 This allows me to show parents the exact reasons why a student has a zero on an 

assignment or a bad grade in the class. The pink slip also makes students take full responsibility 

for late work, so they cannot say that they did the assignment, but did not turn it in.  

For the different emergencies, I will follow the schools guidelines and procedures.14 I 

will use the image given to teachers that show the route in case of a fire to help show them the 

way. I will also walk them through how what they should do in case of a lockdown. With the 

tornado drill, I will show the students how they should be positioned according to the school 

policy. If class is closing to an end, I will reinforce the dismissing the class procedure. This helps 

to start the procedure to become a routine. 

Day Three 

                                                           
     11 Image of Homework and Late work baskets with Extra homework folder. 

     12 Wong, Classroom Management, 88.  

     13 Image of the Pink Slip 

     14 Wong, Classroom Management, 113. 
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 I will be at the door greeting students as they come in and have a bell ringer on the board 

along with the day’s agenda. The bell ringer will what they hope to gain or learn from this class. 

Like the class dismissal procedure, these procedures have already started to become common and 

routine for the students. On the third day, I will have a get know to each other. I will use a bingo 

game that I will also play, so that we can all get to know each other.15 Once a student has won, I 

will have them turn in their sheets so that the procedure on how to turn in completed homework 

is reinforced and they can get a taste of real action. Having them turn in the bingo sheet also 

allows me to see how efficient, in regards to the flow of traffic, the set-up I have for letting the 

whole class at once turn in homework turns out to be. If a traffic jam is caused, then I know I 

have to do something different. 

 After I have the students turn in their bingo sheets, I will then pass out the syllabus and 

go over it with the students. This is where I will inform them of my expectations for all of them. 

While I will not have unreasonable expectations, I do expect all students to be in class every day 

physically and mentally unless there is an emergency. I also expect them do and turn in their best 

work. Finally, I expect them to follow all guidelines and procedures. I will stress to them how 

important it is that we can have fun, but when it comes time to learn and do work, I need them to 

be able to flip the switch. Attached to the syllabus will be three passes that they will be able to 

use to go to their locker to grab materials and homework, or they can use them to go to the 

bathroom. At the end of the semester, the students can turn them in for five extra credit points 

individually if they have any left.16 

 Once I have gone through the syllabus, I will discuss with them how they want certain 

things done in the class, such as how papers are written, i.e. APA, Chicago style, MLA, etc. I 

                                                           
     15 Image of Bingo Icebreaker 

     16 Image of Locker and Bathroom Pass 
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will also let them decide whether I chose their groups for group projects or let them chose. These 

are just a couple of the things that I will let them decide on. At the end of the hour, I will further 

reinforce the dismissal procedure.  

Day Four 

 I will reinforce the greeting procedure and bell ringer procedure. The bell ringer will ask 

them why history is important to study and learn. Once class starts, I will discuss with them the 

importance of a well-rounded education and how all subjects of study are connected with each 

other. After I am done with this, I will ask them what they wrote down for the bell ringer and we 

will discuss what they wrote down. Once we are discussing what they wrote for the bell ringer, I 

will have them take a pretest to see what areas of history they are strong in and where they are 

weaker.17 I am giving them this pretest so that I will know where I will need to focus my 

attention to strengthen those weak areas. I will have them turn the tests in when they are done in 

the homework bin so that procedure is reinforced and I will have a reading for those who are 

done.18 I am giving the students this reading because you read history books differently than a 

book you would for English class. This is to help them bring questions and answers to 

discussions. It is also so that they can have a better understanding of what they are reading. I will 

use the bugle horn to get their attention and then dismiss them using the procedure.  

Day Five 

 I will further reinforce greeting my students at the door and having a bell ringer for them 

to do on the board when they walk in. The bell ringer for today is what are two questions they 

can ask themselves while reading a history book. I will have an agenda on the board as well. At 

                                                           
     17 Image of the First page of pretest 

     18 Carleton University, “Reading History,” History, accessed April 27, 2017, 

https://apps.carleton.edu/curricular/history/resources/study/read/readinghistory/. 
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the beginning of class I will ask them what they wrote down for the bell ringer and discuss what 

they thought of the reading. Once we have finished discussing their thoughts on the reading, I 

will pass back their bingo cards. This is to teach them how papers and assignments are passed 

back. I will pass back their bingo cards by calling their name individually and having them come 

up one by one. I am doing it this way so that I can connect their names with their faces and learn 

names faster. Once I have finished passing back the bingo cards, I will give a lecture on why one 

needs to be careful about reading secondary sources, such as a text book. This will take until the 

end of the hour. At the end I will tell them what to expect on Monday and to have a great 

weekend. The procedure for dismissal will hopefully have become a routine and they will know 

what to do without me guiding them. 

Conclusion 

Through organization and planning, which are needed as Kounin has stated, I will have 

effective classroom management. By keeping my papers off of my desk, it will help decrease the 

chances of an assignment, absence excuse form, or a note from a parent from getting lost due to 

my desk being a mess. Walking through and planning what I will do the first five days allows for 

me to focus on teaching, rehearsing, and reinforcing procedures. While the first days is important 

because you lay down the foundation for the rest of the school year, the first five days are 

important as well because this is when student’s routines are developed. By starting the 

development of respectful relationships with my students, I will have a longer time to work on 

them and will therefore decrease misbehavior. By creating positive routines in the first week, the 

routines will then stick the rest of the year. This allow me to teach and, most importantly, allow 

the students to learn as best as possible. 
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